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O. ~u~on 
In this paper  we study derived rules related to a constructive theory of metric 
spaces in a formal system of intuitionistic higher order arithmetic with the axiom 
of extensionality, but without the axiom of countable choice. We will denote the 
formal system by HA i l  (Heyting arithmetic with higher order species variables). 
in our theory of metric spaces in HAH,  the reals, metric spaces, and completeness 
etc. are defined to fit mathematics in sheaf models and toposes. The theory of 
metric spaces in this paper is equivalent to the traditional constructive theory (e.g. 
[3, 18]~ if we assume the axiom of ceuntable choice. However, these two theories 
of metric spaces are not equivalent in HAH for the absence of the axiom of 
countable choice, The absence of countable choice is essential for sorr,e of our 
results, because they do not hold for the traditional constructive anal3sis. 
One of the two main results of this paper is the rule of continuous toc~:l choice, 
which is stated as follows: 
Let (Ml, dO attd (M2, d2) be a complete separable metric space arid a separable 
metric space, respectively, and let this fact be prot~able in HAH. If a sentence 
Vx~-M13y~M2 A(x, y~ 
is provable in HAH, then so is the sentence 
Vx e Mt ::tU: n,b.d of x 3 f~ Cont( U, M2) Vx ~ U A(x, fx), 
,,here Cant(U, M 2) is the set of contimmus functions from U to M2. 
In this rule, a metric space is a pair (M. d) of a set M and a function d from 
M × M to the Dedekind reals ff~,l (cf. [11, 14]) such that the function d satisfies the 
usual axioms of metric. The separability is defined as in the usual classical 
mathematk~. The completeness that any Cauchy filter converges to a 
point. We emphasize that in HAH these definitions are not equivalent to those of 
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the traditional constructivist chools, e.g. the definitions in Bishop [3]. In proofs of 
the equivalence between them, we usually use the axiom of countable choice, 
however, HAH has not the axiom. The above definitions and the absence of 
countable choice in HAH are essential for the fact that the rule of continuous 
local choice holds for HAH. Indeed, if the above definitions are replaced by the 
corresponding definitions in Bishop [3] or the axiom of countable choice is added 
to HAH, then the rule does not hold. We show this by using the argument in 
Fourman and Hyland [6]. Let Cb be the complex numbers defined in Bishop [3]. 
It is a complete separable metric space in the sense of Bishop [3]. Since the proof 
of the fundamental theorem of algebra for Cb in [3] is formalizable in HAH,  we 
see that HAHI-Vw ~ Cb 3z ~ Ch(w = z2). If we apply the rule of continuous local 
choice to this, we will have a continuous function f on a neighborhood U of zero 
such that w = ([w) 2 on U. However, this is impossible. Thus, the rule does not 
hold if the above definition of complete separable metric spaces is replaced by 
Bishop's definition. Since HAH+'countable  choice'k'the above definition of 
complete separable metric spaces is essentially equivalent to Bishop's definition', 
the rule does not hold for the system with countable choice. Note that since 
Ca = Rd + iIt~a is a complete separable metric space in our sense and this fact is 
provable in HAH, by the above argument, we see that HAH~Vw~Ca3z~ 
C,t(w = z2). (In the Appendix, we examine why the usual proofs of Vw~C3z  
C(w = z 2) do not work for Ca in HAlt . )  
The reader may ask why we investigate such a poor theory in which we cannot 
wove that any complex number has a square root. The answers to it are 
(i) the theory in HAH is not so poor, e.g. we can prove in HAH some 
fundamental theorems of elementary complex analysis for Ca, e.g. Cauchy's 
integral formula, Schwartz's lemma etc. (cf. [14]) and 
(ii) our theory of metric spaces in HAH is closely related to mathematics in
sheaf models and toposes (cf. [4, 7, 12, 14]). 
It will be interesting to investigate the feature of mathematics in toposes via 
metamathemafics of HAH and compare it with the metamathematics of the 
traditional constructive mathematics. For example, the comparison between our 
rule of continuous local choice and Beeson's rule of local continuity for Bishop's 
constructive analysis (see [1, 2]) illustrates an interesting difference between them 
on the phenomena of continuity in parameters, where the rule of local continuity 
is obtained from the rule of continuous local choice through replacing the 
consequent and our definitions on metric spaces by the sentence 
Vxc=M~3y~M2VU:n .h .d  of y=lV:n.b.d of x 
Vv ~ V 3u e U(P(x, y) & P(v. u)l 
and corresponding Bishop's definitions respectively. 
We should note here that the rule of continuous local choice was suggested by 
the re,;ults on the semantical concept 'continuity in parameters' in Hyland [10], 
and the r,~,le of local continuity in Beeson [1, 2]. 
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The other main result of this paper is the rule of bar induction, which is a 
generalization of the bar induction rule of Hayashi [8] and is stated as follows: 
Let (M,d) be a complete separable metric space and let [ :~- - *M be an 
enumeration o[ a countable dense subset o[ M, i.e. V p ~ M V ~ > 0 3n e ~ d ( [n, p) < 
~. Assume that these [acts are provable in l tAH.  Let g be an enumeration o[ 
~J × Q' (0 '  is the set o[ positive rationals) and let c = [opr~og, r = pr2og, where pr~ 
and pr2 are the projections [rom f~ x ~+ to FO and Q~, respectively. Let U,, be the 
open sphere S(c(m), r(m)). I[ the sentence 
Vpc  MZtm er~(p~ U,,, & Am)  
is provable in HAH, then so is the sentence 
(Hyp. 1) --, VO((Hyp. 2) & (Hyp. 3) .---~. Vx Ox), 
where 
(Hyp. 1) Vmn6~(Am & U,, ~_ U,, .--*. An), 
(Hyp. 2J Vme Pd(Am ~ Qm), 
(Hyp. 3) ::le: 0<e< I 
Vn! ~ r"J(Vn ~ f"~( U,, ~ U,,, & r(n) < er(m ) .---~. On i ---, Om ). 
in contrast with the case of the rule of continuous choice, it seems that this rule 
holds even if the axiom of countable choice is present. Dr. M.J. Beeson informed the 
author that he would be able to reprove the bar induction rule in [8] by his 
method of forcing in [1, 2]. The rule of bar induction for the system HAH+ 
'countable choice' would be provable by the forcing method. However, there is no 
existing proof, so the problem is still open. (This problem was raised by the 
referee.) On the other hand, if the definitions of metric spaces, separability and 
completeness are replaced by corresponding Bishop's definitions, then the result- 
ing rule for HA l t  can be proved as a corollary of the bar induction rule in [8]. We 
will prove some rules oil compactness as corollaries of the rule of bar induction 
(cf. Corollary I-4 in Section 3). 
Wc also prove Cauchy representability of definable functions. It means that any 
definable function from (M,,d,)  to (M,,d2) are determined by a definable 
functions of Bishop's constructive analysis formalized in HAl-I, where (Mj, d~). 
(M2. d2) are the same as in the rule of continuous local choice. 
We present here three open problems: 
(i) tile rule of bar induction for systems with countable choice (mentioned 
above), 
(ii) the rule of continuous local choice for other systems than IHIAH, e.g. IZF, 
IZF+ZL in [10], 
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(iii) the consistency problem for the principle corresponding to the rule of 
continuous local choice. 
In Section 1, we explain our syntax and define some notions on metric spaces. 
After giving some metamathematical results in Section 2, we prove some derived 
rules in Section 3 by using them. In Section 4, we investigate ~P.e derived rules 
with parameters, In the Appendix, we give a precise explanation of the reason 
why the usual proofs of Vw ~Cu 3z  ~Ca(w = z ~) cannot be formalized in HAH.  
The results and notions of the author's previous papers [8, 9] are used repeatedly. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with them. 
The author would like to thank Professor A.S. Troelstra and the referee for 
their suggestions on presentations of this paper. 
1. Definitions and Preliminaries 
The contents of this section are some preliminaries on the system HAH 
(Sections 1.1-1.5) and definitions in our constructive theory of metric spaces 
(Sections 1.6--1.11). There is only one result in this section, Lemma 1 in Section 
1.6, which is used in the proofs of some derived rules in Section 3. There is a 
constructive theory of general topology in Grayson [7], and it is closely related to 
our theory of metric spaces. The definitions of metric spaces and filter- 
completeness in [7] agree with our definitions of metric spaces and completeness. 
respectively. However, the definition of compactness in [7] does not agree with 
ours .  
1.1. Systems 
HAH denotes the system S" of intuitionistic higher order arithmetic with the 
axioms of extensionality in [8, Appendix 1]. The logical symbols of HAH are V, 3, 
&. --~, h. The constants of HA I l  are 0 (zero), S (successor), .L (falsehood), = 
(equality between natural numbers) and the predicme constants for the represent- 
ing predicates of the primitive recursive functions. The disjunction is defined from 
these, i.e. A v B is : ix°(x  = 0 -o  A .&. x ~. () --~ B ). 
The types in the sense of simple type theory are called sorts as in [5]. i.e. sorts 
are delined by 
(i) 0 is a sort, 
(ii) if o-~ . . . . .  cr,~ are sorts, then (cr~ . . . . .  (r,,) is a sort. 
We use or, ~',... as syntactical variables for sorts. We denote the sort ( ) by I. We 
define cr ~ ~" by 
(i) ~r ~ ¢r, 
(ii) if (cr~ . . . . .  (r,,)~ ~', then ~r~ . . . . .  ~r,, ~ ~'. 
If o-c r, then 0 is called a subsort o f  r. Let ~ be an enumeration of the set 
{o': 0, ~ ~ o-}. HAH,, denotes the system obtained from HAH by restricting sorts 
to the subsorts of ,~(n). HA denotes tbe system of Heyting arithmetic, i.e. the 
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system obtained from HAH by dropping any higher order variable and the logical 
symbol A. 
1.2. Elimination of extensionality 
HAHS,(HAH-) denotes the system obtained from HAH. (HAH)  by removing 
the axioms of extensionality. Note that the equality rule remains. As usual, we 
define the translation ( )- from HAI l -  to I lAH.  Firstly we define Ext,, =,, as 
follows: 
Exto(x°) ~d¢f x = x, x° =o yO ~dcf x = y. 
t 
Ext,,(x °) ---,,~, Vx7 . . . .  Vx;:" Vy'( . . . .  Vy',;.,/~ (Ext,,,(x,) 
Ext,,. (y~) & x~ =,,. y,) & x(x~ . . . . .  x,) .--->. x(yj . . . . .  y,) ), & 
=,, Y'" ~d~, Vx'; . . . .  Vx;:"( /~ Ext,, (x,).'-~. x(x ,  . . . . .  x,,) X" 
~i- I= \ 
~'~ y(xl . . . . .  x,)),  
where tr = (cr~ . . . . .  ~r,,). 
A denotes the fomula obtained from A by relativizing any sort cr to Ext,. The 
relativization theorem holds, i.e. 
if HAH,,  I- A, then HAH,  I- /~ Ext,,,(a;'q --~ A- .  
where a~ . . . . .  a,, are all free variables in A. Note that the relativization of sorts in 
first or second order, i.e. 0. I, (0) . . . . .  (0 . . . . .  0) . . . . .  is inessential, i.e. for such a 
sort tr HA l t  I-Vx '~ Ext,,(x). Note that A is equivalent to A in l tAH.  
1.3. Types and functions 
We define types and functions of HA l t  as in [5]. A type of HAH is a term of 
the form Ax"Ax. The sort cr is called the sort of the type Ax"Ax. Roughly speaking 
a type is a set in ~ so-called local set theory. The equality A = B between types A 
and B means the extensional equality, i.e. the sorts .3f the types are same and 
Vx"(Ax ~-~ Bxl. where tr is the sort of the types. We often use the set theoretic 
notations ~md terminologies, whenever their meanin~.s are clear in contexts. A 
systematic development of such notations and termino'ogies may be found in [13]. 
A type A is said to be delinable iff A is closed term. Let A, B and F be types 
with sorts o'1. ,r~ and (cry. ~r,). respectively. We denote the formula 
Vx",y"'lF(x, y)---~ (x ~ A & y~ B)) &Vx' "~A3!  y":~BF(x,  y) 
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by F: A ~ B, The type F is said to be a function from A to B iff F :  A ~ B holds. 
A definable function from A to B is a definable type F such that HAHt -F :A  --~ 
/3. As usual we use the notation F(a) to denote the value of F for the argument a, 
1.4. Some basic types 
We define the lype of natural numbers r~l by r~q ~ hxt~(x ~ x). The types of 
rationals O and Dedekind reals ~ and the usual operations and relations on Q, 
are defined as in the literatures [6, 7, 1 I, 12, 14, 16]. (In [16], Dedekind reals are 
called continuous reals and the name 'Dedekind reals' is used for another noton  
of reals.) We denote the sets {xcQ:x>0} and {x~R:x>0} by Q ÷ and !~*, 
respectively, By ~ we denote a fixed enumeration of Q*, The set ~)~ may be 
considered as a subset of ~, so we may consider p is a function from Fq to 02. 
1 5. Notations on functions 
We use the syntactical variables f, g h . . . .  for the functions from ~ to ,~q. The 
notations fn~ n< m, n~< m, f(g), If(g) and f~g are defined as in 3.7.2 of 1118]. 
We use also the notations on coding of finite sequences of natural numbers in 
3.7.1 of [18], e.g. (x. . . . . .  x,), x .y ,  (:~),,. 
1.6. Metric spaces and separability 
Let M be a type and let d be a function from M× M to the set {x ~:  x ~0}. 
The pair (M, d) is said to be a metric space iff d satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) d(x, y)=(} if and only if x=y,  
(ii) d(x, y)=d(y,x),  
(iii) d(x. y)+d( ) ,  z}<~d(x, z). 
(M, d) is said to be a definable metric space iff M and d are dctinable and the 
conditions (i), OiL (iii) are provable in ItA.H. 
A base of (M, d) is a ftmclion b: ~q ~ M such that 
Vm ~l~J Vp c- M3n Crq(d(p, b(n))< 2 '"). (1) 
A definable function b is said to be a definable base of (M, d) iff the condition (1 ) 
is provable in HAH. We say a metric space is separable i tt i t  has a base. We use 
the notation (M, d, b) to indicate a separable metric space with a base b, A triple 
(M, d, b) is a definable separable metric .space iff (M, dt is a detinable metric space 
and b is a definable base of (M, d). 
Let (M. d, b) be a separable metric space. A Cauchy representation of a point p 
in M is a function f:~----,t~q such that 
Vn ~l'q d(p, b(fn))< 2-'. 
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The terminology "Cauchy representation' is not very appropriate, since any point 
of M is a limit of a Cauchy filter. However, it coincides with the widespread 
terminology 'Cauchy real', so we adopt it. 
Let N c M. By CR(N) we denote the set 
{s: N---,~: s is a Cauchy representation of a point in N}. 
Let s be a Cauchy representation of p, Then p is uniquely determined by s. We 
denote the point p by lira(s). A point which has a Cauchy representation is said to 
be a Cauchy point, We denote the set of Cauchy points of M by M~ The sets 
CR(N) and M~ depend on the base b, so we sometimes use the notations CRb(N) 
and M~ to indicate the base explicitly. Let q be an enumeration of Q. Then q is a 
base of E and ~t~ is isomorphic to the Cauchy reals defined in [11]. If there exists a 
function d* :CR(M) × CR(M) ~ CR(~) such that 
d(lim(s), lim(s')) = lim(d*(s, s')), (2) 
then we say the triple (CR(M). d*, b) is a Cauchy representation of the space 
(M, d, b). (Remark 1 below will make the meaning of tl'.is definition clear.) The 
(CR(M). d*, b) is said to be definable iff M and d* are definable and the condition 
(2) is provable in HAH. By the following lemma, we see that for each definable 
separable metric space there exists a definable Cauchy representation. 
Lemma 1. Let (M, d. b) be a definable separable metric space. Then there is a 
definable function d' from ~ x~q to ~ such that the following hold in HAH: 
For any m, n e I'~L d'(m, u) is a Gfidel number of a recursive function which is a 
Cuuchy representation of the real d(b(m), b(n)). 
Prooi. By Church's rule. (Cf. [8].) 
Let (M, d) be a metric space. The open sphere with center at p ~ M and radius 
r~ ÷ is the set 
S(p, r)-=--{x ~ M: d(p, x)< r}. 
Let N be a subset of ~'I. its interior Int(N) and closure CI(N) is defined by 
lnt(N) = {x ~ M: ::ir ~ R + S(x, r) c_ N}, 
CI(N) = {x E M:Vr~+3y(y~S(x ,  r) A N)}. 
An open (closed) set is a set N such that N= Int(N)(N=CI(N)).  
A neighbourhood of a point p is a set U such that p~lnt(U).  
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1.7. Completeness 
Let (M, d) be a metric space. A filter base on M is a family F of subsets of M 
such that 
Vx~. F3p~ M(pe x), 
Vxye F3z ~ F(z c x f) y). 
A filter is a filter base F such that 
VxsFVyc_M(y~_x- - ,  yeF) .  
A Cauehy filter (base) is a filter (base) F such that 
VeeR* ::ix ~ F Vpq ~ x(d(p, q) < e). 
We say a filter (base) F converges to p ~ M iff 
Ve ~÷ :: IxeFVyex(d(p, y)< e). 
A metric space is complete iff any Cauchy filter on it converges to a point in it. A 
subset N of (M, d) is complete ilt (N, d) is complete. A definable complete 
(separable) metric space is a definable (separable) metric space wlmse complete- 
ness is provable in HAl l .  
Let (M, dl be a definable complete separable metric space and let T be a 
topological space. Then the interpretation of (M, d) in the topos of sheaves on T 
is the sheaf of germs of continuous functions from T to (M, d). This follows from 
Lemma 1 (cf. [11, 12]). 
1.8. Compactness 
Let (M, d) be a metric space. A subset N of M is said to be totally bounded iff 
Vel~ + ::Ira =lf:{x eN: x < m}---~ NVpe N ::In<m(d(p,[n)<e). 
A compact metric space is a metric space which is complete and totally bounded. 
A definable compact metric space is a definable complele metric space whose total 
boundedness i provable in HAl t .  A subset N of (M, d) is compact iff (N. d~ is 
compact. 
Let (M, d) be a definable compact metric space. Then, by the provability of 
total boundedness and a choice rule of HAH, there exists a definable base of 
(/vL d~. 
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1.9, Continuity and CU-continuity 
In HA l l  we cannot prove that any continuous function is uniformly continuous 
on each compact set. So we must distinguish the two notions of continuity and 
uniform continuity on each compact set. In the practice of constructive analysis, 
functions which are uniformly continuous on each compact set are more useful 
than continuous functions as was shown in [3]. (In [3] continuity and uniform 
continuity on each compact set are referred as weakly continuity and continuity, 
respectively.) 
Let (M~, dO and (M2, d2) be metric spaces. A function F from M~ to M2 is 
continuous iff 
Vp ~ MI Ve ~ "-48 ~ + Vq c M~(d~(p, q)<c5 ~ d2(F(p), F(q))<: e ). 
A function F from M~ to M2 is CU-continuous (compact-uni[ort,~ continuous, this 
terminology was suggested by A.S. Troelstra) ifl 
(i) F is continuous, 
(ii) F is uniform continuous on each compact set K, i.e, 
Ve ~[~" ::1,5 ~ ~ Vpq ~ K(dl(p, q )< 8 ~ d2(F(p), F(q)) < e). 
We denote the set of continuous functions from M~ to M2 and the set of 
CU-continuous functions from M~ to M2 by Cont(M~, Me) and C(M~, M2), 
respectively. 
1.10. Cauchy representability o[ continuous [unctions 
Let (M,d,b) be a separable metric space with a Cauchy representation 
(CR(M), d*, b). We define totally bounded sets, complete sets and ~ ompact sets of 
the Cauchy represefitation. Remark 1 below will make the meaning of these 
definitions clear. A,tr iple (Ih, ap, B) is said to be a totally bounded set of 
(CR(M), d*, b) iff 
(i) 
(ii) 
B___ M,.,Ih:r~---->~ and ap:~ xl~----> CR(B), 
Vn ~ I~ Vs ~ CR(B) =li < Ih(n)(d(lim(s), lim(ap(n, i))) < 2-"). 
Note that by the function d* we can define a function f from CR(B) x [~ to [~ such 
that 
Vn ~ ['~ Vs ~ CR(B)(d(lim(s), lim(ap(n, f(s, n)))) < 2-" & f(s, n ~ < Ih(n )). 
A complete set of (CR(M), d*,b) is a set B c_ Mc such that if a sequence {s~}~ of 
elements of CR(B) is a Cauchy sequence, i.e. Vij>~n(d(lim(s~),lim(sj))<2-'), 
then the function s,+2(n +2) belongs to CR(B). Note that if (M, d, b) is complete, 
then Mc is complete in this sense. A compact set of (CR(M), d*, b) is a triple 
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(lh. ap, B) such that (lh, ap, B) is a totally bounded set of (CR(M), d*, b) and B is 
a complete set of (CR(M), d*, b). 
Let (Mr, dl, bl) and (M2, d2, b2) be separable metric spaces which have Cauchy 
representations. Let N_g_ M~ and FeCont(N, M2). Then a Cauchy representation 
of the continuous funcaon F is a function G from CR(N) to CR(M2) such that 
(i) Vs ~ CR(N)(lim(G(s)) = F(iim(s))), 
(ii) there exists a function E~ from CR(N)×I~,q to O + such that 
Vs ¢ CR(N) Vn c N Vs'~ CR(N)(dl(lim(s), lim(s')) < E,(lim(s), n) --* 
d,(lim(G(s)), lim(G(s'))) < 2-"  ), 
(iii) there exists a function E2 from {(lh, ap, K): (Ih, ap. K) is a compact set of 
(CR(M~), dt, bl) and K ~ N} × I~ to Q'  such that 
Vn ~ ~q Vs s'~ CR(K)(dl(lim(s), lim(s')) < E,((lh, ap, K), n) --~ 
d2(lim(G(s)), lim(G(s'l)l < 2-"). 
where E~ and E2 are called a nzodulus of continuity and modulus of uni[onn 
continuity, respectively. (Cf. Remark 1 below.) 
A continuous function is Caucny representable iff it has a Cauchy representa- 
tion. 
~. 11. Examples of complete separable melric spaces 
We present examples of definable complete separable metric spaces. 
(1) ~2", [0, 1]. (See [16].7 
(2) Baire's zero-dimensional space ~'~. 
(3) Let (M, d) be a definable compact space e.g. [0, 1]. Then therc exists a 
definable base b. Let f, g~C(M,~). Define a metric dlf, gl by 
d(f, g)= sup[lfx - gxl: x c M}. 
It is easy to see that (C(M, •). d) is a definable complete metric space. The proof 
of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem in [3] works also in our case. Hence an 
enumeration of the compositior~,s of the polynomials with rational coe|Iicient~ and 
the functions Ax.d(b(i), x) is h dclmable base. 
(4) Let K,, ={x~:  IxJ~n}. Let f, g~ C(~,~). Define pseudo metrics d,,tf, gl 
by 
d,,(f, g) = sup{l/x - gxl: x e K,,]. 
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Define a metric d(f, g) by 
d(f, g)= ~ 2 ..... d.([, g) / ( l+d . ( f ,  g)). 
t t= I 
Then (C(~, ~), d) is a definable complete separable metric space, whose topology 
is the topology of uniform convergence in wider sense. 
Remark 1. Let (M.d.b)  be one of the above examples. Then any Cauchy 
representation (CR(M). d*, b) of it may be identified with the corresponding 
examples of Bishop's constructive analysis formalized in HAH. Similarly, totally 
bounded sets, complete sets and compact sets of the Cauchy representation may 
be identitied with the corresponding notions in [3], and Cauchy representable 
functions may be identified with continuous functions in the sense of [3]. 
2. Metamathematics 
In this sectio., we give two metamathematical results which are used in Section 
3 to prove .he derived rules. One is a partially formalized satisfaction relation for 
HAH.  and the other is a partially formalized existence property for some 
extensions of HAH. 
2. l. Formalized satisfaction relation for HAH,, 
The contents of this paragraph is the well-known partially formalized satisfac- 
tion relation for HAl l .  We could not find good references in literatures, so we 
present it below 
Let (r~ . . . . .  o',, be an enumeration (without repetitionsi of the sort.,~ of HAHm. 
Let at . . . . .  a, . . . .  be an enumeration (without repetitions) of all free variables of 
HAH,..  By Sort(It]) we denote the sort of the term t. The set {n: Sort([a,,]) = o-~} is 
denoted by Var(tr, k The empty set hx",(-L~ is denoted by 0~ and the singleton 
hx", (x = a", ) is denoted by {a", }. The disjoint sum o-~ +. .  • + or,, is the following type 
of the sort -r = ((o-~ . . . . .  ((r,,)): 
&/~3!z' , ' ,x,(z,)& ( i~j---~(3z~('xi(z~)&3zl ~' 
I I i,j I 
The canonical injection I~ : (r~ ~ (r~ + • • - + o-. is defined by 
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An assignment of HAI l , ,  is a function dP:l%-~ cr~ : - ' - -+or ,  which maps each 
index of a free variable of the sort ~r~ to an object of the sort cry, i.e. 
ViE[~/~ (i ~ Var(~r~)---) :1! y",((l)(i) = l~(y))). 
j=l 
Let a", be a free variable and X be an object of the sort or,, then the assignment 
@(J~l) is defined by 
(1)([~¢]){[bl)= ~i~(X) a= b, 
, [~([a]) otherwise. 
As usual by induction on complexity of terms (formulae are counted as terms of 
the sort 1) we define the interpretation of terms of HAlt , ,  under an assignment 
~md we denote it by +. We omit the definition of ~ and we only list its properties 
used in the section~ below. We denote the set { Il l  :Sort( l t ] )= ~r~} by Term(~r,). 
tl 
(1) /)(k Vx ~Term(c~,) =J! y",(J/)~x) = l~(y)). 
By this property we can define canonicaUy the interpretation @.,. of terms of the 
sort ~r,, i.e. 
(i) cb,,. is a function from Term((r~) to the ~ort ~r,. 
(ii) Vx r:Term(o,)(~)(x) ~ l,(d),, (x))). 
(2) For eacl~ m 
HAHt -  ~V@ ~ s~.I,. ((b~([ A ( a~ . . . . .  ak )l ~= (0 = O) 
.~- A(@.,([a~]) . . . . .  @., ([a~ t))}}, 
where ~.~[m is the set of the assignments of HAH. .  A is any formula of HAH,,, and 
r~ = Sort([ ai ]). 
(3) For each m 
HAHFV@ ~ ".~l,,~ VIA1 E Term(I)(HAH., FA ~ ~(  [A1)= (0 = 0n. 
(4) For each m 
HAH FV[ tt(a¢~)] ~ Terml~h) V[t2] c Term('G) V~ <~: ..,. 
(+.,(r,,(,.tl) I. / (I,,(.)1>). 
° @(I t21)/,, 
where ~-,, ~'2 are arbitrary sorts of HAlt,,,. This property is called the substitution 
property. 
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(5) For each m 
HAHFV~ ~ ~,. (HAH., FA(aj . . . . .  ak) ~ A (¢/,~,([a~]) . . . . .  4)~ (fak ]))), 
where ~', = Sort(fa,]) and A is any formula of HAHn.  This is a consequence of (2) 
and (3). This is called the partial reflection principle of HAH.,. 
2.2. Partially formalized existence property 
Here we show a partially formalized version of a theorem oil existence property 
of HAH. It was proved originally by Scarpellini [15] for HA and was extended to 
HAS and HAH-  by Hayashi [9]. 
Let C be a new predicate constant of a second order sort (0 . . . . .  0). C-IIAH,, 
(C -HAH. )  is the system obtained from HAI-I. (HAHn) by adding the constant C. 
Note that the translation ( )- works also for these systems. A C-arithmetical 
formula (sentence) is a formula (sentence) of C -HAH which has no higher order 
variables and has no occurrence of the symbol )t. Let M be a set of C-arithmetical 
sentences of C-HAH. .  We define a set (M)* as follows: 
{I) M~(M)*~, 
t2) if A --~ B ~ (M),*, and C-HAH,.  U M F A, then B ~ (M)*, 
(3) if A& Be(M~*, tlaen A, Be(M)* ,  
t4) if VxAx~{M)* ,  then .A~ s(Mt* fo, any m ~_~, 
(5) if 3xAx~(M),*,, then At~ ~(M).* for any mc,~q such that C- 
HAH,, U Mk Ath. 
Note that any element of (M),*, is a strictly positive part (s.p.p.) of a sentence in 
iX'/ and is provable in C-HAH,, UM. (A s.p.p, of a formula is defined as in [17, 
1.10.5].) We say that the existence property holds for C-HAH,, U M relative to 
~M)* iff for any ::Ix Axe  (M)*,, there exists m ~ ~1 such that C-HAH~ U MkArfi. 
Lemma 2. For any set M o[ C-arithmetical sentences of C-HAH, .  if the existence 
property holds for C-HAH.  U M relative to (M)*. then the existence property holds 
for C-HAH.  U M. i.e./br any sort tr o[ C-HAH. ,  i[ 3x ~ Ax is a provable sentence 
o[ C-HAH.  U M, Ihen there exists a closed term t" o[ C-HAH.  such that C- 
HAH.  U ~ i- At. And this [act is provable in HAH [or each system C-HAH,~. 
Proof. The proof presented below is esgentially a formalization of the proof of 
the existence property in [9]. The proof in [9] uses the principle of dependent 
choice, so we must modify it to formalize in HAH which has not the principle. We 
assume that the reader is familiar with [9]. 
Fix a set M of C-arithmetical sentences. Let (M)~ be the set defined by the 
inductive definition obtained from the above inductive definition of (M)* through 
replacing C -HAH.  with C-HAHn. Obviously (M)* = (M)~. Thus the hypothesis 
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of the lemma is equivalent to the following condition: 
(*) For any 3xAx~(M),~ there is men such that C-HAH~ UMI-AffL 
Assume that the existence property holtls for C-HAH~ U M. Let 3x" Ax be a 
provable sentence of C - I tA i t ,  tO M. Then C-HAHg tO MFZ~x°(Ext,,(x) & A (x)). 
Hence there is a closed term t" such that C-HAH~ tOM~-A-(t), so C -HAH,  tO 
MI-At. Hence it is ~,ufficient o prove the existence property for C-HAHn, tOM 
from (*). Assume tI~at (*) holds, Let :~x"Ax be a provable sentence of C- 
HAHII tO M. Take a derivation ~ of C-HAHn, so that the conclusion of ~ is 5ix Ax 
and any open assumption of )', belongs to M. Let f be a normalization tree of 
(cf. [8, 2.4]). We defined a subtree T of {x: [x¢=O} such that aE T itt 
(i) the conclusion of the derivation [a is 3x Ax, a false atomic sentence of HA 
or At for some term t, 
(ii) the conclusion of the derivation ]'b is 3x Ax for any b< a, 
(iii) the set of assumptions of the derivation .fb is a subset of (M);, for any 
b<,a. 
The normalization theorem of HAH~ is provable in HAH for each n, since we 
can formalize the computability predicates for HAH,, (cf. [8]). Hence we may use 
the induction on the normalization tree f. We apply the induction to the following 
formula Qa: 
Qa ==-a~f (a ~ T---~3b >~ a(b ~ T & Con(]b)6 FAUIAt :  It] ~ Term(o-)] U (M);,), 
where Con(fb) is the conclusion of the derivation fb, Term(a) is the set of terms 
of sort ~r and FA is the set of false atomic sentences of HA. Let a be a natural 
number such that fa ¢ O. Assume that if f(a *(b)) ¢ 0, then O(a *(b)) holds. Then, 
by the same argument as in [9], we see that Oa holds. Thus, by the principle of 
induction on the tree {a: fat-O}, we see that 0 ( ( ) )  holds. Hence there is a 
derivation "; of C-HAH,] such that any assumption of ~ belongs to (M~,, and the 
conclusion F of 5' satisfies one of the following: 
(1) F is a false atomic sentence of HA, 
(2) F is At for some term t of C-HAH,,, 
(3) F is ":lxAx and F belongs to (M),I. 
Since any element of (M),, is provable in C - t lAH,  toM, we see that C- 
ItAH,; UMI-F. Hence, by (*), there is a closed term t of C -HAH,  such that 
C-HAH,~ t_) M~- At. 
3. Derived rules 
in this section, we prove the derived rules promised in the introduction. The 
statement of the rule of continuous local choice presented below is somewhat 
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stronger and more complicated than the statement in the introduction. In the 
proof of the rule of bar induction rule, we will use the normalization theorem in 
Hayashi [8]. We assume that the reader is famiL;ar with [8]. 
Theorem 1 (Rule of continuous local choice). Let (M~, d l ,b0 be a definable 
complete separable metric space and let (M2, d2, b2) be a definable separable metric 
space, Let trt and tr: be the sorts of M~ and M2, respectively. If Vp e M~ 3q 
M,2 A(p, q) is a provable sentence of HAH, then there exist definable functions 
F: ~J -~ I~,1, G : r~q --~ ~] and H : N --~ (rrl, or2) such that the following are provable in 
HAH:  
Ca) 
(b) 
(c) 
Mj c U S(b~(F(n)), p(G(n))), 
pt c '~J 
Vn ~ Vpc S(b~(F(n)), p(G(n)))A(p, H(n)(p)), 
Vn e ~d(H(n) ~ Cont(S(b~(F(n)), p(G(n))), Mz)), 
where v is an enumeration of the positive rationals. 
Proof. The proof below is similar to the proof of the rule of local continuity in 
Beeson [1]. As in [1], we give a 'sufficient condition" on a theory T for which the 
rule holds. 
(i) Lemma 1 in Section 1.6 above holds for T, 
(ii) (partially formalized satisfaction relation) there are subsystems T, of T such 
that L.J,, T,, = T and for each T,, there is a formalized satisfaction relation which 
has the properties listed in Section 2.1, 
(iii) (partially formalized existence property) Lemma 2 in Section 2.2 above 
holds for T,,, T. 
Of course, this is not a complete list of a sufficient condition. It will be 
meaningless to indicate such a condition in detail. We give a proof only for 
HAH, however, the proof is sufficiently general. The reader will understand what 
he should do for a system T, when he decides to prove the rule for T. Our proof 
has two steps. In Step 1. we rewrite the antecedent of the rule in a standard form 
by Lemma 1. This is done through a representation of (Mi, dl) by Cauchy filter 
bases. In Step 2. Lemma 2 (existence property) is applied to the standard form of 
the antecedent of the rule and the coLlsequent of the rule is derived from the 
result of the application of existence property by using the partially formalized 
satisfaction relation. (Step 2 is done in HAH.) The conditions (i). (ii) and the 
deriv~ttion of the rule from (i), (ii), (iii) are not related to the absence of countable 
choice. In contrast to this, Lemma 2 fails if the axiom of countable choice is 
present. 
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Consider a set B of open spheres of M1 such that 
(i) Bc_{S(bl(x),r):x~_~q&r~Q*}, 
(ii) 3x(x ~ B), 
(iii) VxIx2ENVrlr2r3EQ + /~ (S(bj(xi),r~)~B 
3y~r~,J3rcO"(~ (dt(bt(X,), hi(y))+ r'g~ rt )~ r<}~3 ~ S(bl(y). r)c B). 
Then B is a Cauchy filter base, so it converges to a point of M~. Conversely the 
set {S(b~(x), r): x~d & r~Q + & p~S(b~(x), r)} satisfies these conditions for any 
p c M~. Hence we may represent points of Mt by such Cauch~, filter bases. 
Since (M~, d~, b0 is a definable separable metric space, b~ rLemma 1, there are 
predicate constants Dr, D2 of HA such that 
(i) HAHF dl(bl(x0, hi(X3)) + p(Xa)'~p(X4) <-")'ZIZ DI(X 1 . . . . .  X n, Z) 
(ii) HAHkdl(bt(xl),bl(yO)+p(y2)<P(x2)&dl(bl(x3),bt(yt))+p(y._)<P(X.,) 
& P(Y2) < P(x~). ",-*. 3z D2(x~ . . . . .  x~, yt. y2. z). 
Let R(X  "~''') be the formula 
::lxy X(x, y) 
& Vxt  ' ' • xa(X(x~, x2) & 3z Dl(x j  . . . . .  x4, z) .--*. X(x:~, x4)) 
& Vx~ • • " xs(X(xl,  x2) & X(x: .  x,,).--~. 
:::]ylY2z(D2(xl . . . . .  xs. Yl, Y2, z) & X(y t ,  Y2))). 
This formula is a formal counterpart of the above condition on filter i~ases. 
(X(x, y) is intended to be the predicate AxyS(bt(x), p(y)).) Let 
B(X  "~'°~, y'% u °, v °) be the formula 
yEM?. 
& 3z 6Ml({S(bl(x), p(y)): X(x, y)} is a filter base which converges 
to z .&. A(z, y)) 
& dz(y, b2(v)) < 2-". 
Suppose HAHFVp~ M~ 3q6 M2 A(p, q). Let C be a new constant of the sort 
(0, 0), Take a ~f~J such that 
C-HAHo F R( C) --=, 3y Vu 3v B( C, y, u, v). (i) 
Note that this sentence (1) is provable i;, HAH. 
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We argue in HA l l  from now till the time when ,re finish this proof. We may 
suppose (1). Let p~M~. We define a set M(p) of sentences of C-HAHo as 
follows: 
M(p) =,~f {R(C)} L.J {C(.~, ~): p e S(bt(x), In(y))}. 
Assume that 3x Ax ~ (M(p))*. By the definition of (M(p))*, the formula 3x Ax is 
provable in C-HAH.  U M(p) and is one of the closed subformulae of the 
following: 
(i) 
(ii) 
3xy C(x, y), 
3Yly2 z(Dz(~t . . . . .  -~5, Yl, Y2, z) & C(yl, y,)). 
Hence the formula =Ix Ax is valid if the predicate constant C(x, y) is interpreted 
by the predicate p~S(p(x),  b(y)). Take ~ ~N such that A(h) is satisfied by the 
interpretation. Since M(p) eontai~s all instances of C(x, y) which are satisfied by 
the interpretation, the existential-positive s ntence A(~) is provable in C- 
EIAH,~ U M(p). Thus the hypothesis of Lemma 2 holds for M(p). Hence the 
existence property holds for C-_~IAH~ t_JM(p). Since the sentence 
3y Vu 3v B(C, y, u, v) is provable in C-HAH~ LJ M(p), we can take a closed term 
t(, of C-HAHo and a finite subset E of M(p) so that 
C-HAH,~ F /~E--~ Vu 3v B( C, to, u, v ), (2) 
where /~ E denotes the conjunction of the formulae of E. By the definition of 
M(p), there exist i(,, i t )~] which satisfy the following: 
(i) 
(it) 
p ~ S(b~(io), p(A,)), 
d~(bt(i,,).b~(i))-p(jo)<p(j) for any i, j~  such that C(i, j )~E .  
Then 
C-HAH.  t-Vxl " • • x4((C(xt, x2) & 3z Dr(x1 . . . . .  x4, z)) "---) C(X3, X4)  -'4 
(c(io, i],) ---)/~(c(~, ~): c(~, ,7) e E}). 
Hence. by (2). 
C-HAH,~ F" C( io, io) & R(C) .-o. Vu =Iv B(C, to, u, v). (3) 
We have just shown that: 
For any p e M~ there exist to, Jo and to such that the statement (3) holds 
and p ~ S(t)t(io), 0(1o))- (4) 
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Fix a free variable P of the sort (0, 0). Take a definable function q~ :f~--,~q 
which enumerates the follawing set: 
{xeI~: (x)2 is a G6del number of a term t"~ of HAH~ such that t has no 
free variable except P and HAI, I ,  F(P((x)o, (xh)& R(P).---,. 
Vu ::Iv B(P, t, u, v))}. 
We define F :~- - *~,  G :~---~Pq and H:Fq--~(trl,~r 2) by 
F(n) = (¢(n))o, 
G(n) = (~(n)h, 
H(n) = Ax",y":(x ~ S(bl(F(n)), p(G(n))) & ~((¢(n)12)  = yL 
where qb ~ i~'~ any assignment for HAH~ such that 
dP~,.o)(l'P]) = ,kxlx2(x ~ S(bl(xO, P{X2))). 
Obviously F, G and H are definable functions. 
We show that F, G and H satisfy the conditions (a), (b) and (c). 
The condition (a) is obvious by the definitions of F, H and (4). Suppos,e that 
p~S(b~(F(n)j,p(G(n))). By the definitions of the functions F, G and (2). (3), (4) 
of Section 2.1, 
Vu 3v B(~xy(p c S(bl(x/, p(y))L ~,,,((¢(n)~L u, v) (5) 
for any assignment q) such that 
(~(o,o)([P]) = ~2~1x2( p E S(bl(Xl} , ~(x2))). 
By the definitions of B and /4, 
H(n)(p)cM2 and A(p,H(n)(p)). 
We have just shown that H(n) is a local choice function from S(bl(F(n)), v(G(n))) 
to  M 2. 
Finally we show tha~ H(n) is continuous. Set F(n)= io and G(n)= h, Let to be 
the term represented by the G6del number (~¢(n))2, Suppose that pE 
S(bf io), P(Jo)). Then 
C-HAH,  U M(p)F Vu 3v B(C, to, u, v). 
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Fix uetXq. ]'here exists v~N and a finite subset E of M(p) such that 
C-HAHa f-,/~ E---, B(C, to, ~, ~). 
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Hence there exists a neighbourhood U of the point p such that 
Yx ~ U dz(HO,)(x), b,(v)) < 2-". 
Hence It(n) is contim~ous. 
Remark 2. In Section 4, we study the rule of continuous local choice with 
parameters. In this case, the condition (i) of the sufficient condition must be 
replaced by 'Lemma 4 in Section 4.3 below holds for T'. 
3.2. 
Theorem 2 (Rule of bar induction for complete separable metic spaces). Let 
(M, d, b) be a cortplete separable metric space. Let U,, be the open sphere S(b((m)0), 
pl(m h)) and let r(m) = p((m)O, where p is an enumeration of the positive rationals. 
Let (Hyp. i ), (Hyp. 2) and (Hyp. 3) be the following: 
Vxy ~_r~(Ax & U~ ~_ U~, .--~. Ay), 
Vx ~l~(Ax --00x), 
:fie : 0 < e < 1 Vx E r\q(Vy e ~( Uy _c U, & r(y) ~< er(x).----~. Oy)~ Ox), 
respectively, i f Vp ~ M 3x E N(p ~ U~ & Ax ) is a provable sentence of HAH, then so 
is (Hyp. l ) - - ,VO((Hyp. 2)&(Hyp. 3) . -o .  VxOx).  
Proof. Note that the choice of enumeration of ~ ×Q+ in the definition of U,, is 
inessential. We may use other enumerations. We assume that the reader is 
familiar with [8]. 
Since (M, d, b) is a definable separable metric space, there exist arithmetical 
formulae D~. D2 of HAH such that 
(i) 
(ii) 
HAHt-  d(b(x), b((y)o) < P((y)0 ~ D2(x, Y), 
HAHFp( (x )0<2 -y <"*D2(x, y). 
Let P be a free variable of the sort (0, 0). Let R(P) be the formula 
Vxy ~ ~(Px & Py .-->. :Iz(Pz & Vu( DI(u, z) ---> (DI(u, x) & DI(u, y)))) 
& Vx ~ ~ :fly e I~(Py & D2(Y, x)). 
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We denote the set {b(i): i c~}nS(p,  r) by Sb(p, r). Then 
HAH~-(R(P)--~ ({Sb(b((X)o), l~((xh)): Px} is a Cauchy filter base)). 
Suppose that Vp ~ M =Ix ~ ~(p  c U~ & Ax ) is a provable sentence of HAH. Since 
(M, d) is a definable complete metric space, 
HAH F R (P) ~ ::Ix ° B(P,  x), 
where B(P, x) is the following formula: 
Ax & 3p c M({Sb(b((y)o). ~((y h)): P3'} is a filter base which converges to p 
and pc U~). 
Take a~,e~ such that 
HAll~,. I- R(P) ~ 3x B- (P, x). 
We argue in HAH from now till the time when we finish this proof. We may 
suppose (1). There exists a derivation FI of HAHn,, such that II is a derivation to 
:Ix B-(P, x) from R(P). Let fi be the normalization tree of [I (see [8, 2.4]). Let T 
be the set of natural numbers a satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) fa > O, 
(ii) Con(fa)c{3xl-(P, x)}UFAU{B-(P, fi): n cl~}, 
(iii) Con(fb) is the formula 3xB(P ,  x) for any b-< a, 
(iv) Asp(fib)c_~F: F is a s.p.p, of R(P)} holds for any b~ a, 
where Con(fix) denotes the conclusion of the derivation of fix, FA denotes the set 
of false atomic sentence,~ of HA and Asp(fix) denotes the set of open assumptions 
of the derivation fx. 
Suppose (Hyp. 1). Let Q be a predicate of the sort (0) which satisfies (Hyp. 2) 
and (Hyp. 3). Let Q*(a) be the following: 
a c T--~ Vx cN(U~ ~ W(a)--~ Ox), 
where W(a)~-{pc M: any open assumption of the derivation fb is valid for any 
b<a if the free variable P is interpreted by the predicate Ax(peS(b((xh,), 
~((x)l)))}. Since Asp(()) = {R(P)}, W(() )  is the space M. So it is sulficient o show 
the induction hypothe~,is 
Vx ~ {x: fix > O}(Vy(x *(y)e {x: fx >0} -~ O*(x *(y))) ~ O*(x)). 
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Suppose a e T. Set E = [a. Suppose Q*(a *{x)) for any x ~ N such that f(a *(~))> 
0. We show Vx ~ ~(U~ ~_ W(a)~ Qx) by the following cases: 
Case 1: Con(E) is not the formula 3xB-(P,  x). Supl:ose U, ~ W(c). Let Po be 
any point of U,,. If the free variable P is interpreted by the predicate Ax(po~ 
S(b((x)o), la((x)t))), then any assumption of E is valid by the definition of W(a). 
Hence Con(E) must be B-(P, too) for some Moet~ and this formula is satisfied by 
the interpretation. Hence, by the axioms of extensionality, we see that 
A (ml~), (2) 
and there exists p~ ~ U,,,, such that the filter base 
{Sb(b((x),O. p((xh)): p~ e S(b((x).). P((x) 0)} 
converges to p~. 
By the separability of M, we can see Po = P~. Hence Po ~ U,,,. Hence U, is a 
subset of U,,,. 
By (2) and (Hyp. l), A(n) holds. Hence, by (Hyp. 2), Q(n) holds. 
Case 2: Con(E) is the formula 3x B-(P, x). 
Case 2.1: Rule(~3) is not an elimination. (RulelE) denotes the name of the last 
inference rule of E.) Then Rule(E) is Z-rule, ::ll-rule or the equality rule. In any 
case a *(n)e T and W(a) = W(a *(n)) for some n (~<2). Hence this case is trivial 
by the induction hypothesis. 
Case 2.2: Rule(E) is an elimination 
Case 2.2.1: E is reducible. Then a *(0)e T and Wla)~ W(a * (0)). 
Case 2.2.2: E is not reducible. 
Case 2.2.2. l : Rule(~) is not ::lE-rule. Then ::Ix B -(P, x) is a s.p.p, of the formula 
R(Ph however, it is impossible. Hence this case disappears. 
Case 2.2.2.2: Rule(v) is ::lE-rule. Let Fo be the major premises of the last 
inference rule of E. Then F~ is a s.p.p, of R(P). We consider the following 
~;ubcases: 
Subcase 1: /-~j does not contain the free variable, P. Set Fo = :Ix Fx. Suppose 
U,~ c_ W(a). Since U,, has an element, so is W(a). Hence Fo is valid. Take m such 
that F(ml holds. Then W(a)= W(a*(m)). 
Subtase 2:F0 contains the free variable P. 
Subcase 2.1: Fo is the formula 
::iz(Pz & Vu(Ddu,  z) -". (D,(u, "fh~) & Dl(u, ffa 0))). 
"[hen the last inference rule of the subderivation to the major premise Fo must be 
-->E-rule. Hence the formula P(~no)& P(ffq) is derivable from Asp(fa) in HAHn,. 
Let pc W(a). Then P(ffhd & P(rfi0 is valid if P is interpreted by the predicate 
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Xx(pE S(b((x)o), p((xh))). Hence we see that 
W(a) c S(b((mo)o) , p((mo)O)f3 S(b((m,)o), ~q(m,),)). 
Hence, for any n such that U. c W(a), U. = W(a*(n + 1)) holds. Hence, by the 
induction hypothesis, we see that O(n) holds for any n such that U. c W(a), 
Subcase 2.2: F, is the formula ~x(Px & D~(x, m,,)). By (Hyp, 3), there exists 
e.~{x~:  0<x< 1} such that 
VyWx(U~ c U v & r(x) ~ eor(y) .-'*. Ox)-+ Oy). (3) 
Take bo ~ N such that 
e~,,<2 ...... (4) 
Let U,, c W(a). Consider any U~ such that 
G =- U,,, (5) 
r(x)<~e~"r(n). (6) 
Then, by (4t, we see that r(x)<2-',,r(n). Hence Us = W(a)n  U, c W(a*(x+ 1)). 
By the induction hypothesis, O(x) holds. Consider U v such that Uv c O,, and 
r(y)~<¢{; '' tr(n), if [L ~-;/.Iv and r(x)~eor(y), then U~ satisfies (5) and (6), so Ox 
holds. Hence, by (3), Oy holds, By repeating the same argument, we see that On 
holds. 
Remark 3. If a complete separable metric space is defined as in [18], then it is 
easy to see that the principle corresponding to Theorem 2 follows from the 
principles of bar induction BI in the system ElL. (For definitions of ElL and B! see 
[18].) Similarly, we can easily prove Theorem 2 by the bar induction rule of [8] 
and Lemma 3, Unfortunately, Lemma 3 does not work in cases with parameters, 
so we need the above direct proof for Section 4. Note that Theorem 2 is a 
generalization of the bar induction rule of [8]. (Apply Theorem 2 to the definable 
complete separable metric space NrZ) 
3.3. 
We show two immediate corollaries of Theorem 2. One is the rule which 
corresponds to Heine-Borel's theorem. The other is the rule which corresponds to 
Heine's theorem, which maintains that any continuous function is uniformly 
continuaus on each compact set. 
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Corollary 1 (Heine-Borei's rule). Let (M, d, b) be a definable ct,mplete separable 
metric space. I[ 
Vp ~ M :IU c M(p ~ U & C(U)) & VX(C(X)  --, X is an open set of M) 
is a provable sentence of HAl l ,  then so is the following: 
"¢B ~ M((B is totally bounded) 
3n : lV l " .3  B~U V i&V i  <~nC • 
i=1 
Proof. Suppose that Vp ~ M 3U c_ M(p ~ U & C(U)) & '¢X(C(X) --~ X is an open 
sel of M) is a provable sentence of HAH. Then 
HAH I-'¢p ~ M Z:In(p ~ U,, & A(n)), 
where U,, is defined as in Theorem 2 ~md A(n)  is the formula 3U(C(U)  & U, 
UL Obviously HAHI-(Hyp. 1). Hence, by Theorem 2, we see in HAH that 
VO((Hyp. 2) & (Hyp. 3) .---~. Vx Ox). (1) 
We argue in HAH from now on. Let B be a totally bounded set in M. Define 
O~(x '~) by 
Ou(x) ~a,:f3n 3V1 ' • • V,,(B N S(b((x)o), 2-~p((x)0)c_ U V~ 
Obviously Vm(A(m)--~ OB(m)). Since 
at . . . . .  a~ ~ B such that 
Since 
! 
B ~ U S(b(a,), 2--~p((m)l)). 
&Vi ~nC(V~)). 
B is totally bounded, there exist 
d(b(x), b((m)o)) > 3" 2 -2p((m)t) 
or  
d(b(x), b((m h0) < 7 • 23p((m)t) 
for any x~tq, we can take a subsequence bt . . . . .  bk of 1 . . . . .  l such that 
Vi ~ k(d(b(ab. ), b((m).)< 7.2-3p((m )1), 
Vi <~ I(i¢ {bt . . . . .  bk } ~ d(b(o~), b((m)o)) > 3- 2-2p((m )1))- 
(2) 
(3) 
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Let 
p ~ S(b((m)o), 2- lp((m)0) N B. 
Then there exists io such that 
p e S(b(aO, I~((m),)2 ~). 
By (3), we see ioc{bt . . . . .  bk}. Hence, 
Suppose 
k 
S(b((m)o), 2-1p((m)0) f'l B c_ U S(b(ab,), 2-3p((m)0). (4) 
i= l  
Vy(U v ~ U,, & r(y) <~ 2-'r(m ) .---~. QB(Y)). 
For any b~, there exists y such that Uv = S(b(%,), 2-3p((m)0). Then, by (2), 
Uvc_ U,, and r(y)<~2-1r(m), so OF.(Y) holds. Hence, by (4), On(m) holds. We 
have just shown that (Hyp. 2) and (Hyp. 3) hold for On, .so Vx On(x) holds. Since 
B is totally bounded, there exists n such that S(b((n)o), 2-~p((n)0)N B = B. Hence 
B is covered by a finite sequence V~ . . . . .  V , , cM such that C(V~) holds. 
Corollary 2 (Heine's rule). Let (M~, d,, b,) be a definable complete separable 
metric space and let (M2, d2) be a definable metric space. If F is a definable function 
and HAHt-F~.Cont(M~, M2), then HAH~" F ~ C(ML, M2). 
Proof. This rule is proved by Heine-Borel's rule as usual. 
3.4. 
By the results of Section 3.3, we show two refinements of the rule of continuous 
local choice. One is the rule of CU-continuous local choice, i.e. in Theorem 1, 
H(n) may be CU-continuous. The other is the rule of uniform continuous local 
choice. This rule corresponds to the rule of uiniform local continuity in [1]. 
Corollary 3 (Rule of CU-continuous local choice). In Theorem 1 the condition (c) 
can be strengthened as follows: 
(c) Vn Et~(H(n)E C(S(b(F(n)), ~ffG(n))), M2)). 
ProoL Let F, G, H be the functions cf Theorem 1. Detinc F', G', H'  by 
F'(n) = F((n)o), 
G'(n) = min~(o(z) = p(G((n)o)) • (1 - 2 .... ~)), 
H'(n) = H(n) I S(b(F'(n)). o(G'(n))). 
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We rewrite G, H, F', G', H'  by J, K, F, G, H. Then F, G, H also satisfy the 
conditions (a), (b), (c) of Theorem 1. Let U. = S(bt(F(n)), O(J((n)0))). For m, 
n ~rxq, we define B,,,(U) as follows: 
B,~,( U) ~--d¢f U = {P ~ M, : dr(p, bdF(n))) > p(G(n))) 
v::lp ~ Mj ::le ~R+(U = S(p, e)& 
Vpq ~ U,~ f') S(p, 2e)(dE(K((n)o)(p), K((n~o)(q)) < 2 -'~ )). 
Since K((n),) is continuous on U. (in HAH), we see (in HAH) that {U~ 
M: B~.(U)} is an open covering of M~ for any m, net~. By Heine-Borel's rule 
with parameters of the sort 0, we see (in HAH) that any totally bounded set B is 
covered with some finite sequence of elements of {U: B,,.(U)} for any m, n e~.  
Hence we see in HAH that H(n)e  C(S(bdF(n)), p(G(n))), M2). 
Remark 4. We have shown not only uniform continuity of H(n) on any totally 
bounded subset of its domain but also uniform continuity on the intersection of its 
domain and any totally bounded set of M~. These two facts are equivalent in 
classical mathematics, however, it is not so in our case. 
Coro l la ry  4 (Rule of uniform continuous local choice). Let (Mr, dr) be a definable 
compact metric space and let (M2, d2) be a definable separable metric space. If 
Vp e M1 ::lq E M2 A (p, q) is a provable sentence of HAH, then so is the following: 
3n 3Ul  " "  U.  3f~ • • • [. (Vi <~ n(U~ is open & [~ ~ C(U~, M2) 
& [i is uniform comiauous & Vp ~ U~ A(p,//(p)))). 
Proof .  As was noted in Section 1,8. MI has a definable base. Hence this rule 
follows from Corollary 1, C3rollary 3 and Remark 4. 
3.5. 
We show that any definable function from a definable complete separable 
metric space to a definable separable metric space is Cauchy representable. To 
prove this we represent CK(M) by Troelstra's tandard representation of com- 
plete separable metric spaces in intuitionistic analysis. (Cf. [18, 5.16].) 
Let (M, d, b) be a definable complete separable metric space. By Lemma 1, 
there exists a function d from ~ × N to CR(•) such that 
d(b(i), b(j)) = lim(d(i, i)L 
Hence 
]d(b( i ) ,  b(j))- p(d(i, i ) ( z ) ) l  < 2 -~ 
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holds. Hence we can take a function Ax.e(n, i. x) which enumerates  the set 
{x: d(b(x), b(i)) < 2-~-~}. 
Define qJ :[~r.~..._> CR(M)  as follows: 
{ ~(f)(0) = f(0), 
ql(f)(n + 1) = (n, qJ(.f)(n), f(tz + 1)). 
Define p : CR(M)  ---, r'q r'~ as follows: 
O(S)(0) = s(3), 
O(s)(n + 1) = min~(e(n, s(n + 3), z) = s(n +4)). 
Let (lh, ap, B) be a totally bounded set of (CR(M),  d*,  b). Let ho be the function 
Axy.((ap(x + 1, y)(x+ ID Then 
'¢n Vs ~ CR(B)  ::li < Ih(n + 1) (d(lim(s), b(ho(n, i))) < 2 -n ). 
From h~ we construct a function h~ :[,'d---> {0, 1} as follows: 
f 
ht(( ) )=  1, 
hl((a)) = 1 iff ::li <lh(3)(h0(2, i) = a), 
ht((ao . . . . .  a,,-t, a ) )= 1 iff h t ( (ao . . - . ,  a,~-i)~ = 1 
& :li < Ih( n + 3) (h.(n + 2. i) = a ) & sg,,, (a(a,, 1, a )t = 0, 
where sg, is a function from CR(R) to {0, i} such that 
sg,,(s) = 0 ~ lim(s) <2-"  
sg,,(s) = 1 ---> iim(s) > 3 • 2 , -2  
Let f .(x) = max{ho(x + 2, i): i < Ih(x + 3)}. Yhen Vf(Vn (h~([(n)) ~ ()~ --, f ~ f.). i.e. 
h~ is a fan-law. Hence we can define a function f~ as follows: 
J f ,~0) = f,,~3), 
[/"L(n + 1) = max{min~ (e(n, (x),, ~3, z) = (x),, .4): hl(xt ~ 0 & I th(x)= n + 5}. 
Note that the above constructions of h~ and f~ define two definable functions ~¢~ 
and X2 such that 
Xl((Ih, ap, B}) = hi, 
Xz((Ih, ap, B}) = ft. 
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[,emma 3 (Standard representation f CR(M)). For the above dsfinable functions 
tO, O, X~, X2, the following hold in HAH: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
lim(~(O(s))) = lim(s), 
Vs ~ CR(M) Vn(S(lim(s), 2-"-~) n M~ c {lim(t~(f)): ~(n)  = f(n)}), 
Vf(Vx(h,( f (x))  :/: O) -~, ( f  E CR(B) & p(f)~f , ) ) ,  
Vp ~ B 3f(Vx(h~(f(x)) ¢ 0) & p = lim(f)), 
where (Ih, ap, B) is any totally bounded set of (CR(M),d*,b) and h~-~ 
Xl((Ih, ap, B)), [i = X2((Ih, ap, B)). 
Proo|. The proof of (i), (ii) is the same as [18, 5.16]. The statement (iii) is trivial by 
the definitions of h~ and fj. The statement (iv) is proved by the property of Ih, ap 
and the definition of h~. 
Theorem 3 (Cauchy representability of definable functions). Let (M1. dr, b~) be a 
definable complete separable metric space and let (M2, d2, b2) be a definable 
separable metric space. Then any definable [unction from M~ to M2 is Cauchy 
representable i,I HAH. 
Proof. Suppose F is a definable function from M~ to M2. Then 
HAHI-Vm Vf3n(d2(b2(n), F(lim(d/(f)))) < 2-m). 
By thc continuity rule in [8], there exists a definable function G :N--. ~ such 
that 
HAHI-Vm Vf(!G(m)(f) & d~.(b2(G(m)(f)L F(lim(@(f)))) <2-" ) .  (1) 
By the fun rule in [8], there exists a definable function H : ~ × ~J~ --> ~ such that 
HAHFVm VfVg ~ f Vh(~(H(m, f)) = h(H(m, f)) --~ 
G(m)(g)=G(m)(h)). (2) 
Define J :CR(MI) --~ ~1 ~~ by J(s) = Ax(G(x I(O(s))). 
We show in l tAH that J is a Cauchy representation f F. By (1) and Lemma 
3(i), it is obvious that J:CR(M0---~CR(M 2) and lim(J(s))=F(lim(s)). Let 
(Ih, ap, B) be a totally bounded set of (CR(ML), d*~, bO. Set/"t = x2((Ih, ap, B)L Fix 
nh,~N. Set zo = H(mo, ft). Suppose that dl(lim(s), lim(s'))<2 --'.-1. By Lemma 
3(iii), (iv), there exists f~CR(B) such that P(f)~ft  and lim(s)=lim(f). By 
Lemma 3(ii), there exists h such that p(f)(zo)= h(z,i) and lim(O(h))= lim(s'). By 
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(2), G(mo)(p(f))=G(mo)(h). Hence, by (1) and Lemma 3(i), we see that 
d2(lim(J(s)), l im(J(s')))< 2-'",,+~. Hence, J has a modulus of uniform continuity, 
By a similar way, we can show that J has a modulus of weak continuity, 
Remark 5. Since Mc is dense in any separable metric space M, we may think 
that each definable function from M to a definable separable metric space is 
determined by a definable function of Bishop's constructive analysis formalized in 
HAH. 
Corollary 5. We may strengthen Theorem ! by adding the following condition: 
(d) Vn e~(H(n) is Cauchy representable). 
Proof. We denote the closure of the domain of H(n) by D,,. We may suppose that 
the function H(n) is defined on a neighbourhood of D,. (See the proof of 
Corollary 3.) Define b,, :~l---~q by 
/(x)~ if/l((x),,. F(n), (x)0 + 2 ~'~, < p(G(n)). b.(x) I 
IF(n) otherwise, 
where f~ is a function from ~×~ ×~1 to ~+ such that 
',¢xyz ~ t~(Lf~(x, y. z) - dt(b,(x), b,(y))[ < 2 ~ ). 
Define ¢,, = b, o b,,. The,1 
itAl-l}-Vn~l~q((D,,,d,,q,I is a complete separable metric space). 
Hence. by Theorem 3 (with a parameter of the sort 0). we see that 
HAHi-Vn ~?,,J(H(n) is Cauchy representable with respect o c,,). 
By this we can show (in itA{-I) that /-t(n) is Cauchy representable with respect o 
the base b,. 
4. Derived rules with parameters 
In [ 1.2.8], Beeson considered the rule of local continuity with parameters. We 
also consider derived rules with parameters. FIe restricted spaces of parameters to 
a certain class of subsets of I:~] :J. This is not adequate to our case. For example, ~ is 
not a subset of F~ '':. Our spaces of parameters are certain subsets of the power set 
of f~. The rules concerning local choice must be modified and the results on 
Cauchy representability must be thrown out if parameters are present. 
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4.1. 
Let P be a free variable of the sort (0). A P-arithmetical formula is a formula 
which has no higher order (free or bound) variable except P and has no 
occurrence of the symbol A. A P-arithmetical sentence is a P-arithmetical formula 
which has no free variable except P. A space of a parameter is a type (~f the form 
Ax" 'A(x) ,  where A(P)  is a P-arithmetical sentence. As was shown in tt~e proof of 
Theorem 1, any definable complete separable metric space can be represented by 
a P-arithmetical sentence R(AxyP((x, y))). Hence it is a space of a parameter. 
Similarly the set of sequences of points of such a space is a parameter space. 
4,2. 
We show that Theorem 3 and Corollary 5 fail if a parameter is present. 
Consider the following example: 
Vx ~ Vy ~1~ ::l!z ~(x  = z), 
where the first ~ is the space of a parameter. This is provable in HAH Hence if 
Theorem 3 with a parameter holds, then 
HAH~-Vx ~ ~2=ly ~~,.(x = y). 
Howevec, this is impossible, for, in Grothendiek toposes, Dedkind reals and 
Cauchy reals are not generally homeomorphic (cf. [7, 11]). This is also a 
counterexample for Corollary 5 with a parameter. 
4,3. 
Lemma t with a parameter does not work, so we substitute the following 
lemma for Lemma 1. 
Lemma 4. Let Q(P) be a P-arithmetical sentence. I f  VX(O(X)  --, ((M, d, b) is a 
separable metric space)) is a provable sentence of HA l l ,  then there exists a 
P-arithmetical formula F(x, y, u, v, P) such that 
HAHF Q(P) ---> (p(x) < d(b(u), b(v)) < p(y) ~ F(x, y, u, v, P)). 
M. d, b ma,~ have occurrences of the parameter P. 
Proof. Let B(x, y, z, u, v, P) be the following formula: 
O(x) < d(b(u), b(v)) < O(y) & 1O(x)-P(Y)I <2 -=. 
Suppose that VX(Q(X)~ ((M, d, b) is a separable metric space) is a provable 
sentence of HA l l .  Let C be a new constant of the sort (0). Then there exists mo 
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such that 
C-HAH,,,. FO(C)---> Vut~z 3xy B(x, y, z, u, v, C). (1) 
Hence (1) is provable in HAH. Let n,, be the number of logical symbols of O(P). 
Then there exists a P-arithmetical formula T,~,(x, P) which is a partial truth 
definition of the P-arithmetical formulae with only no logical symbols as in [17, 
1.5.43. 
We argue in i tAH from now on. We may suppose (1). Let X be any object of 
the sort (0). Let .Y, be a derivation of C-HAH,, ,  from O(C) to Vuvz 3xy B, Define 
M(X)  by 
M(X)={G:  G is a s,p.p, of the formula O(C) and T.~,(G(Pt. X),i.e. 
G(C) is valid if C is interpreted by X}. 
It is easy to verify that C-ltAH,,, , ,UM(XI satisfies the hypothesis of l.emma 2. 
Hence the existence property holds for C- i tA t l , ,OM(X) .  Suppose that O(X) 
holds. Then the formula O(C) belongs to M(X). Hence we see that 
Vuvz 3xy(C-HAH,., ,O M(X)k  B(2. ~. Y., ft. 17. C)I. (2~ 
The formula :IF 6 M(P)([F] = x) is P-arithmetical, for 7,,. is P-arithmetical. Hence 
the formula 
C-HAl t , ,UM(P)FB(2 ,  ~. 2, ft. 17, CI 
is P-arithmetical. We denote it by F.(x. y. z, u. r, P). I.et F bc the following 
formula 
3mnz(F.tm, n, u, c. z, PI & ~.,(x)< p(m i< rqn)<~(ylt. 
Then. by th,; partial reflection principle, if F(x. y .z .u.v .  X) holds, then the 
following hold: 
p(x)<d(b(u),b(vJ~.<~qyL (3) 
We show the converse. Suppose (3). Take nl such that 
2 ", < min(p(y)- d(b(u), b(v)), d(b(u), b(v))- p(x)). (4~ 
Then, by (2), there exist m, tt :~uch that t~j(nl, n, u, v, tl~. X) holds, By tile partial 
reflection principle, [p( m ) =. p(n )1 < 2 ", and p( m ) < d(b(u ), b( t~ ~) < p(n ). Hence we 
see p(x)<p(m)<p(n)<p(y) .  So F(x. y, u, v, X) holds. 
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4.4. 
By Lemma 4, d(b(x),b(y))<p(z) can be written down by a P-arithmetical 
formula, The proof of Theorem 2 does work for the case with a parameter, for 
Lemma I was used only to show that d(b(~),b((y)o))<p((y)~) is arithmetical. 
Hence the corollaries in Section 3.3 hold even if parameters are present. Note 
that N and N × NI are definable complete separable metric space. Hence the rules 
with parameters which are used in Section 3 are particular cases of them. 
In the proof of Theorem 1, we used an enumeration q~ of (to, ]o, to) such that (3) 
holds. Such an enumeration does not exist in the case with a parameter. So we 
must modify Theorem I and its proof. 
The formulae ::lz Dl(xl . . . . .  x4, z) and 3z D2(xl . . . . .  xs, Yt, Y:, z) must be re- 
placed by P-arithmetical formulae. We denote them by Et and E2, respectively. 
Let X be an object of the sort (0). Suppose Q(X). We modify the definition of 
M(p) as follows: 
M(p)={G:  G is a s.p.p, of the formula R(C) and G is valid if C and 
P are interpreted by Axy(p c S(b(x), b(y))) and X, respectively}. 
Instead of (4) in the proof of Theorem 1. we obtain 
For any p e Mt there exist i,,/o, t~ such that 
(i) p E S(bl(io), P(jo)), 
(it) C-HAH, ,UE(X)FC( io ,  jo )&R(C) . - -~ .Vu3vB(C , t . ,u ,e ) ,  
where E(X)  = {G: G is a sentence of the form E~(xt . . . . .  x4) and G is valid if P is 
interpreted by X}. 
We cannot enumerate the triples (i.. Jo, t~) satisfying the condition 0ik however, 
the formula (it) is X-arithmetical. Hence we obtain a modified verision of 
Theorem I with a parameter as follows 
Let O(P) be a P-arithmetical sentence. Let the following be provable sentences of 
HAH:  
(il V X ( Q( X ) --~ ((Mr, dr, bt) is a complete separable metric space), 
lit) VX(Ot  X) ---, ((Me, dr, b=) is a separable metric space). 
where ( M ~ , d j , bll told ( A4 2, de, b2) may hm:e occurrences of the variable X. Let cry, 
tr 2 be tile sorts of  Mr. Mz, respectieely. I f
VX(Q(X)  ~ Vp ~ Mt 3q c M2 A(p, q. X)) 
is a prorable sentence ,ff HA l t ,  then there exist terms D, F, G, H such that 
(i) D, I~ G, H have no free variable except P, 
(ii} D is :he form Ax'D'(x, P), where D' is P-arithmetical, 
(iii) I IAFtI-O(P)--~ (F : D ---~ ~ & G : D --o ~ & H: D ---~ (trl, o'2)), 
(iv) I IA I I FQ(P) ' - '~(Mt~ U {S,,: n~ D}), 
(v} HAHF O(P)--*Vn ~ DVp~S, ,A(p ,  H(n)(p)), 
(vi) HA l l  t- Q(P) ---> 'qn e D(H(n ) ~ Cont(S,, M=)), 
where S,, is the open sphere S(bl(F(n)), p(G(n))). 
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As corollaries of this, we can show modified versions with parameters of results 
in 3.4. The choice rule does not work if a parameter is present. Hence, in 
Corollary 4 with a parameter, (M~,d~) must be not only compact but also 
separable. 
Appendix 
In this appendix, we examine why the usual proofs of the fact that any complex 
number has a square root does not work for Ca =g~a + ilt~a in f la i l ,  where I~a is 
the set of Dedekind reals. The elementary classical proof of it uses the polar 
forms of the complex numbers. However, we must know whether [zl = 0 or Izl >0 
to calculate the argument of zeCa (cf, [14, 1.7]). Thus the reason why the 
elementary classical proof ooes not work for C~ in HA l t  is that HA l t  has not the 
principle of the excluded middle. Let C~ be the complex numbers in the sense of 
Bishop [3]. Theorem 8 in Chapter 5 of [3] is the fundamental theorem of algebra 
for C~,, and its proof is formalizable in HAH. Thus I lA i - l kVw~Cb3z~ 
C~(w = z'-). We examine why Bishop's proof does not work for Ca in HAl t .  
Bishop's proof of the fundamental theorem of algebra is a modification of 
Cauchy's proof. Let p be a polynomial. As in Cauchy's proof, Bishop chose r >0 
such that 
inf{[p(z)l: Izl = r} > p(O). (I) 
Let S. be the closed sphere Sc0,), r) with radius r and center at zero, and let I', be 
the boundary of So. By [3, Chapter 5, Corollary of Proposition 5] and the 
inequality (1), we see that A(p, Fo)>A(p, So)=O. Here we used the notation 
A(f, K) ~- inf{If(z)l: z ~ K}. By [3, Chapter 5, Lemma 10], if S ~- Sc(w. tJ is a closed 
sphere with the boundary F--={z: I z -  w l = t} such that h(p, I ')>A(p, S)= I), then 
for any ~ >0 there is a closed sphere S' ~Sc(w', t')~ S of radius t '~  e such that 
h(p, I")> h(p, S')= 0, where i" is tile boundary of S'. Hence there is an infinite 
seqtten~e S. ~ St :~- ' ' • of closed spheres uch that the radius of S~ is at most 2 ~ kr 
and h(p, l'k)>h(p, Sk)=0, where f'k is the boundary of Sk. Hence the common 
point of the closed spheres is a root of the polynomial p. The reason why :his 
proof does not work for Ca in HA l t  is that the principle of dependent choi, e is 
used to take the infinite sequence {Sk} of the closed spheres. The other pat Is of 
the proof work for Ca in i tAH. The reasotl why the proof does work for ,.~, i .  
HAl t  is that for C~, the proof of [3, Chapter 5, Lemma 10] provi(',s an 
algorithm which produces S' from S. The algorithm is constructed b$ using the 
fact that the absolute values of Cb are the reals in the sense of Bishop [3]. i.e, 
sequences of rationals {x,} such that [,r~,--x,l< m- t+ n-~. So it is imJossible to 
apply the algorithm to Ca. 
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